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Project Description: Construction of a new 4,190 square-foot two-story single-family 

residence, including an attached garage, on a vacant 7,500 square-
foot parcel.  

 
Staff Recommendation: No Substantial Issue  

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
The City of Pismo Beach approved a coastal development permit (CDP) to allow construction of 
a new 4,190 square-foot two-story single-family dwelling (SFD), including an attached garage, 
on an existing 7,500 square-foot vacant parcel, located at 220 Indio Drive in the City of Pismo 
Beach in San Luis Obispo County. The City-approved project is located inland from a row of 
houses and the public street, about 200 feet from coastal waters and constitutes infill residential 
development in an urbanized area of Pismo Beach. The Appellants contend that the City’s 

Important Hearing Procedure Note: 
This is a substantial issue only hearing. 
Public testimony will be taken only on the 
question whether the appeal raises a 
substantial issue. Generally and at the 
discretion of the Chair, testimony is 
limited to 3 minutes total per side. Please 
plan your testimony accordingly. 
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decision is inconsistent with the City of Pismo Beach’s Local Coastal Program (LCP) with 
respect to protection of visual resources and community character, and that the Planning 
Commission did not conduct an architectural review. The Appellants also contend that the City-
approved resolution for the project misstates what was said at the public hearing relating to the 
maximum tree height that is allowed on the lot. Lastly, the Appellants contend that the City of 
Pismo Beach deprived them of due process by limiting their time allowed to present at the local 
hearings to three minutes per person. 
 
After reviewing the local record, Commission staff has concluded that the appeal does not raise a 
substantial issue with respect to the project’s conformance with the City of Pismo Beach LCP.  
 
For Appellants’ contentions related to visual protections and community character, the City-
approved two story residential dwelling meets all LCP development standards including lot 
coverage, mass/scale, setbacks, and height requirements. The design and earth-tone colors and 
finish materials are compatible with the style and design of many newer homes in the Sunset 
Palisades neighborhood, where the project is located. In addition, the project has been designed 
to add offsets and articulation that break up the mass of the home, add visual interest, and 
minimize visual impacts. Thus, the project will not adversely impact the character of the 
surrounding area. As Appellants contend, the LCP does include an architectural review 
requirement, but it was, in fact, undertaken by the Planning Commission. The Planning 
Commission reviewed the project’s architectural design and found that the project is consistent 
with all applicable LCP land use policies and single-family dwelling design standards, including 
those that provide for visual protections and neighborhood compatibility.  
 
In addition, the City-approved project includes conditions limiting the mature height of all trees 
to a maximum of 15 feet, which is the height of the approved house, as required by the City 
Council. Therefore, the Appellants’ contention related to tree heights does not raise a substantial 
issue. Finally, the issue of a due process violation is one that Appellants must pursue in litigation 
against the City, as they do not claim an LCP inconsistency related to this contention. In fact, the 
LCP does not include a specific time requirement for public comment at a public hearing, and 
the Appellants were provided with an opportunity to speak for three minutes, as is described in 
the City’s hearing procedures. Thus, even if the appeal contention related to this issue raised an 
LCP inconsistency, the City’s actions did not conflict with any LCP requirements, so this 
contention does not raise a substantial issue of conformance with the LCP.  
 
As a result, staff recommends that the Commission determine that the appeal contentions do not 
raise a substantial LCP conformance issue, and that the Commission decline to take jurisdiction 
over the CDP for this project. The single motion necessary to implement this recommendation is 
found on page 3 below. 
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I. MOTION AND RESOLUTION  
Staff recommends a YES vote on the following motion. Passage of this motion would result in a 
finding of No Substantial Issue and adoption of the following resolution and findings. If the 
Commission finds No Substantial Issue, the Commission would not hear the application de novo 
and the local action would become final and effective. The motion passes only by an affirmative 
vote by a majority of the Commissioners present.  

Motion: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal Number A-3-PSB-13-0251 
raises no substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been 
filed under Section 30603. I recommend a yes vote. 

 
Resolution: The Commission finds that Appeal Number A-3-PSB-13-0251 does not 
present a substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed 
under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with the Certified Local 
Coastal Plan and/or the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act. 

 
 
II. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS 
The Commission finds and declares as follows: 
 
A. PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 
The City of Pismo Beach approved project authorizes a new 4,190 square-foot single-family two 
story residence, including an attached garage, on an existing 7,500 square-foot previously 
developed but now vacant parcel, located at 220 Indio Drive (APN 010-201-003) in the City of 
Pismo Beach (see Exhibit 1 for the project location map and Exhibit 2 for the approved project 
plans). The subject parcel is zoned R-1 (Single-Family), is within the Sunset Palisades Planning 
Area A-2, and is subject to the HL-1 overlay zone (height limits of 15 feet).   
 
Indio Drive is a public road which parallels the coast in this area of Pismo Beach. The project 
site is relatively flat and is located on the inland side of Indio Drive, about 200 feet from the 
ocean. The project site is located in a residential subdivision and is surrounded on all sides by 
other single-family residences.   
 
B. CITY OF PISMO BEACH CDP APPROVAL 
On August 27, 2013, the Pismo Beach Planning Commission approved a CDP for the proposed 
project. The Planning Commission’s approval was appealed to the City Council by Sidney and 
Virginia Findley. On October 15, 2013, the Pismo Beach City Council upheld the Planning 
Commission’s decision to approve the project subject to multiple conditions, and denied the 
Findley’s appeal. The City Council’s approval included revisions to the landscaping condition to 
reduce the maximum allowable mature height of trees on the site from 25 feet to 15 feet. The 
City’s notice of final local action was received in the Coastal Commission’s Central Coast 
District office on October 25, 2013 (Exhibit 3). The Coastal Commission’s ten-working day 
appeal period for this action began on October 25, 2013 and concluded at 5 pm on November 8, 
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2013. One valid appeal of the City’s CDP decision was received during the appeal period (see 
below and see Exhibit 4). 

 
C. APPEAL PROCEDURES 
Coastal Act Section 30603 provides for the appeal to the Coastal Commission of certain CDP 
decisions in jurisdictions with certified LCPs. The following categories of local CDP decisions 
are appealable: (a) approval of CDPs for development that is located (1) between the sea and the 
first public road paralleling the sea or within 300 feet of the inland extent of any beach or of the 
mean high tide line of the sea where there is no beach, whichever is the greater distance, (2) on 
tidelands, submerged lands, public trust lands, within 100 feet of any wetland, estuary, or stream, 
or within 300 feet of the top of the seaward face of any coastal bluff, and (3) in a sensitive 
coastal resource area; or (b) for counties, approval of CDPs for development that is not 
designated as the principal permitted use under the LCP. In addition, any local action (approval 
or denial) on a CDP for a major public works project (including a publicly financed recreational 
facility and/or a special district development) or an energy facility is appealable to the 
Commission. This project is appealable because it is located within 300 feet of the coastal bluff. 
 
The grounds for appeal under Section 30603 are limited to allegations that the development does 
not conform to the certified LCP or to the public access policies of the Coastal Act. Section 
30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to conduct a de novo CDP hearing on an 
appealed project unless a majority of the Commission finds that “no substantial issue” is raised 
by such allegations.1 Under Section 30604(b), if the Commission conducts a de novo hearing and 
ultimately approves a CDP for a project, the Commission must find that the proposed 
development is in conformity with the certified LCP. If a CDP is approved for a project that is 
located between the nearest public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water located 
within the coastal zone, Section 30604(c) also requires an additional specific finding that the 
development is in conformity with the public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the 
Coastal Act. This project is not located between the first public road and the sea, and thus this 
additional finding need not be made in a de novo review in this case. 
 
The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission on the substantial issue question are 
the Applicant, persons who made their views known before the local government (or their 
representatives), and the local government. Testimony from other persons regarding substantial 
issue must be submitted in writing. Any person may testify during the de novo CDP 
determination stage of an appeal. 

                                                 
1  The term “substantial issue” is not defined in the Coastal Act or in its implementing regulations. In previous 

decisions on appeals, the Commission has generally been guided by the following factors in making substantial 
issue determinations: the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s decision; the extent and 
scope of the development as approved or denied by the local government; the significance of the coastal resources 
affected by the decision; the precedential value of the local government's decision for future interpretations of its 
LCP; and, whether the appeal raises only local issues as opposed to those of regional or statewide significance. 
Even when the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may obtain judicial review of a 
local government’s CDP decision by filing a petition for a writ of mandate pursuant to the Code of Civil 
Procedure, Section 1094.5. In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission exercises its 
discretion and determines that the development approved by the City does not raise a substantial issue with regard 
to the Appellants’ contentions. 
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D. SUMMARY OF APPEAL CONTENTIONS 
The Appellants contend that the City-approved project is inconsistent with the requirements of 
the City of Pismo Beach’s Local Coastal Program (LCP) with respect to protection of visual 
resources and community character. Specifically, the Appellants contend that the approved 
project would violate applicable LCP policies because: 1) the approved home does not maintain 
coastal views and in fact will block several neighborhood views; 2) the approved structure is not 
compatible with the existing community due to its size, its box-like design (including a flat roof), 
and the fact that it is two stories when most homes, including the immediate neighbors in the 
area are one story (and non-flat roofed). The Appellants also contend that the Planning 
Commission failed to adequately perform an architectural review. The Appellants further 
contend that the revised landscaping condition regarding maximum tree height on the lot is not 
the same as that stated at the hearing. Lastly, the Appellants contend that the City of Pismo 
Beach deprived them of due process because the City only allowed them three minutes to present 
at the local hearings. Please see Exhibit 4 for the full appeal document. 
 
E. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE DETERMINATION 
Visual Resources and Community Character 
In terms of visual resources and compatibility with community character, the Appellants 
specifically cite LCP land use policy LU-A-6, IP Chapter 17.069 (Architectural Review Overlay 
Zone), and single-family dwelling design standard Resolution 06-0048. While LU-A-6 is 
applicable, Resolution 06-0048 is not part of the City’s certified LCP. Also, LCP Chapter 17.069 
(including sections 17.069.010 and 17.069.020) is not applicable because this LCP chapter only 
applies to sites that, among other things, have slopes greater than 20%, are less than 5,000 sq. ft. 
in area, and are not zoned R-1 or R-2. In this case, the approved project site is relatively flat, is in 
excess of 5,000 sq. ft. in area, and is zoned R-1, and thus LCP Chapter 17.069 does not apply. 
Nevertheless, the City’s LCP has a multitude of LCP design policies and standards (including an 
architectural review section) that are protective of visual resources and require that new 
development be visually compatible with the developed character of neighborhoods and adjacent 
areas. The LCP site design and visual resource policies applicable to the Appellant’s visual and 
community character contentions include: 
 

GP/LUP Principle P-7 Visual Quality is Important 
The visual quality of the city’s environment shall be preserved and enhanced for the 
aesthetic enjoyment of both residents and visitors and the economic well-being of the 
community. Development of neighborhoods, streets and individual properties should be 
pleasing to the eye, rich in variety, and harmonious with existing development. The 
feeling of being near the sea should be emphasized even when it is not visible. Designs 
reflective of a traditional California seaside community should be encouraged. 
 
GP/LUP Policy D-2 Building and Site Design Criteria 

a. Small Scale 
New development should be designed to reflect the small scale image of the city 
rather than create large monolithic buildings.  Apartment, condominium and hotel 
buildings should preferably be contained in several smaller massed buildings rather 
than one large building.  Building mass and building surfaces such as roofs and 
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exterior wall shall be highly articulated to maintain a rich visual texture and an 
intimate building scale. 

 
Maximum height, setback and site coverage standards to achieve the desired small 
scale character will be regulated by City ordinance.  Except where specified 
otherwise by this Plan or further limited by the implementing ordinance, the 
maximum height standard for new buildings shall not be more than 25 feet above 
existing natural grade in Neighborhood Planning Areas A through J, and Q; and not 
more than 35 feet above existing natural grade in the remaining portions of the 
Coastal Zone. … 
 
c. Views 
Views to the ocean, creeks, marsh and surrounding hills should be preserved and 
enhanced whenever possible.  The feeling of being near the sea should be 
emphasized, even when it is not visible. 

 
GP/ LUP Policy LU-A-6 Concept 
Sunset Palisades, an area of existing homes with scattered vacant lots, shall be 
designated for Low Density Residential. The emphasis is on maintaining coastal views, 
open space and protecting the coastal bluff and intertidal habitat area. Infill development 
shall be compatible with the existing community. 
 
GP/ LUP Policy LU-A-7 Height of Structures 
a. El Portal Drive, Indio Drive 
No structure shall exceed 15 feet in height when measured from the highest point of the 
site natural grade to the highest point of the structure; nor shall any such structure 
exceed 25 feet, in height, when measured from the highest point of the roof above the 
center of the building foot print to the elevation of the natural grade directly below that 
point. 
 
IP Section 17.081 Height Limitations (HL) Overlay Zone 
17.081.010 Purpose of Zone. The Height Limitations (HL) Overlay Zone is intended to 
set special restrictions on maximum building heights in designated areas of the City in 
order to preserve access to extraordinary scenic views and vistas, as well as to preserve 
and maintain bulk and scale relationships for selected areas. These regulations are 
intended to preserve and protect the existing character of certain districts, according to 
stipulations established in the General Plan/ Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. 
 
IP Section 17.081.020 Criteria and Standards. 
HL-1: In all low density areas identified in the HL Overlay Zone Map, except the Central 
Sunset Palisades Planning Area, no structures shall exceed 15 feet in height when 
measured from the highest point on the roof to the highest point of the site grade, nor 
shall any such structure exceed 25 feet when measured from the highest point of the roof 
above the center of the building footprint at site grade. 
 
IP Section 17.069.010 Purpose of Zone. 
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The architectural review (AR) overlay zone is intended to maintain and enhance the 
character, integrity and visual quality of designated planning areas, as well as the 
protection of significant public views and vistas from major public view corridors on 
city-designated scenic highways, public lands and water to and along the coast within the 
city's coastal plan/local coastal program land use plan. Due to the generality of this 
overlay zone, no map is provided. 
 
IP Section 17.069.020. Criteria and Standards. 

A.   All developments on lots of a size less than five thousand sq. ft. in area shall be 
subject to architectural review by the planning division staff. 
B.   All developments that exceed recommended total building area guidelines as 
identified in Section 17.102.090 shall require architectural review for compatibility 
with the site and adjacent area. 
C.   The community development department/planning division staff and planning 
commission shall review these developments to ensure the construction of 
appropriate size structures which are compatible with the adjacent structures and 
immediate neighborhood and visual quality of the planning area. 
D.   Development reviewed by the community development department shall not 
receive final approval or become final until ratified by action of the planning 
commission on the consent agenda, including the negative declaration. 
E.   All development on properties in excess of a fifteen percent slope located within 
the viewshed of Hwy. 1 and Price Canyon Road and all other developments on 
properties with slopes in excess of twenty percent shall be reviewed by the community 
development department and planning commission. 
F.   The community development department and the planning commission shall 
review all proposed homes adjacent to the rock outcrop at Boosinger Park to ensure 
that they enhance visual quality while minimizing alterations to the rock outcrops. 
G.   All developments on parcels zoned other than R-l or R-2 shall require 
architectural review as a part of their local permit processing with the exception of 
additions of fifty percent or less of the existing building area for single family 
residential in a R-1, R-2 or R-3, R-R and R-4 zones and single-family residential 
development in C-1 zones. All actions taken under this overlay zone shall be 
consistent with the relevant goals, policies and programs of the general plan/local 
coastal program land use plan. 

 
IP Section 17.105.130 Architectural Review.  
Drawings, sketches and site plans for applications required for Architectural Review 
under the provisions of Chapter 17.121 shall be considered in an endeavor to provide 
that the architectural and general appearance of such buildings or structures and 
grounds be in keeping with the character of the neighborhood and such as not to be 
detrimental to the orderly and harmonious development of the City, or to impair the 
desirability of investment or occupation in the neighborhood, and that the project is 
consistent with the goals, policies and programs of the Local Coastal Program Land Use 
Plan. 
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The Appellants contends that the City-approved residence does not maintain coastal views and, 
in fact, will block several neighborhood views. The Appellants contend that the design of the 
home is essentially “a large cube,” and provides no relief when viewed from the rear. In addition, 
the Appellants contend that the home is not compatible with the surrounding community because 
it dwarfs surrounding homes - the vast majority of which, the Appellants contend, are one story - 
and is unlike adjacent homes because it has a flat roof and most of the surrounding homes have a 
gable roof or hip roof. The Appellants further contend that the Planning Commission was 
required to conduct an architectural review for the project, and that the “boxlike structure should 
have merited some modifications to make it more compatible with surrounding structures.” 
Please see Exhibit 4 for the Appellants’ contentions. 
 
In general, the certified LCP directs new development to maintain the small scale image of the 
city and not create large monolithic buildings (General Plan / Land Use Plan Policy D-2). These 
same principals and standards also state that development should be visually pleasing, rich in 
variety, and reflective of a traditional California seaside community (GP Principle P-7). In order 
to achieve these goals, both general and specific policies were crafted to establish building and 
design standards and to ensure adequate architectural review of all proposals (GP/LUP policies 
P-7, D-2, and implementing ordinances 17.069.010, 17.105.130, 17.081.020). The planning area 
standards for the Sunset Palisades area further establish more specific guidelines for new 
development within the neighborhood planning area. Other areas of the LCP establish lot 
coverage allowance, maximum building area, minimum planting area, etc.  
 
The Applicant is proposing one single-family two-story dwelling on a 7,500 square foot lot. The 
overall height of the structure is limited to no greater than 15 feet above the highest point on the 
lot, consistent with LCP height requirements.2 The proposed project also conforms to LCP 
standards for minimum lot area, building area, lot coverage, setbacks, planting area, and floor 
area ratio.  
 
The City-approved project constitutes infill residential development in an urbanized area of 
Pismo Beach, and is located about 200 feet from coastal waters. In general, the Sunset Palisades 
planning area is a developed urban neighborhood containing an assortment of styles and sizes of 
homes ranging from older single story ranch style homes, split-levels, Spanish colonial revival, 
Mediterranean, and some with a mixture of these elements. Both one and two story homes are 
present in a variety of sizes and massing. The neighborhood lacks any defining architectural 
character or design and there are a number of dwellings that could individually be considered 
unique in their size, scale, or design. The design of the proposed residence includes numerous 
offsets, articulations, and a coloring scheme, all intended to add visual interest and break up 
mass. The project has been conditioned to require verification of lot coverage, maximum 
building area ratio, setbacks, and roof height by a licensed surveyor. Thus, the proposed design is 
                                                 
2 Two policies in the City’s LCP provide height requirements. One, LCP policy LU-A-7a requires either that 
structures not exceed 15 feet in height when measured from the highest point of the site natural grade to the highest 
point of the structure; or that structures not exceed 25 feet in height when measured from the highest point of the 
roof above the center of the building footprint to the elevation of the natural grade directly below that point, 
whichever is more restrictive. The second, the HL-1 overlay zone requires structures not to exceed 15 feet in height 
when measured from the highest point on the lot. In both cases, the height of the City-approved project is consistent 
with these requirements. 
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in scale and compatible with other residences in the Sunset Palisades neighborhood and 
consistent with LCP design criteria. 
 
Appellants are also concerned that the new residence will block private coastal views. In 
response to this contention, it is important to note that the City’s LCP was certified as being 
consistent with and adequate to carryout Coastal Act policies designed to protect scenic and 
visual resources available to the general public. The certified LCP contains other development 
standards such as height requirements, yard setbacks, floor area ratios, etc., as a means to address 
private views. As mentioned in the findings above, the proposed new development is consistent 
with all LCP design and planning area standards. Thus, there is no substantial issue raised by 
these appeal contentions. 
 
The Appellants also contend that the LCP requires an architectural review of the project and that 
the City failed to conduct one. The Planning Commission did conduct an architectural review, 
and there are findings in the Planning Commission’s resolution for the project related to 
architectural consistency with the neighborhood (see page 15-16 of Exhibit 3)3. The Planning 
Commission reviewed the design components for this project for neighborhood compatibility 
and for compliance with the residential design policies noted in the Design Element of the LCP, 
and concluded that the project is appropriate in size so as to be compatible with the adjacent 
structure, is in keeping with the character of the neighborhood, is compatible with the visual 
quality and character of the surrounding area, and is compatible with the immediate 
neighborhood. 
 
Lastly, the Appellants have raised an issue regarding Resolution 06-0048, which provides the 
City’s single-family dwelling design standards consistency standards. However, these standards 
are not applicable in this case, as these standards are not part of the City’s certified LCP.4 Even 
though these standards are only applicable to single-family dwellings outside of the coastal zone, 
the City appropriately found consistency with these single-family dwelling design standards for 
this project. The City identified consistency with the project’s second floor massing, 
neighborhood character, and other design features, such as garages, façade articulation and roof 
articulation (see page 40 of Exhibit 3). Therefore, even though this is not a valid appeal 
contention, the City-approved project complies with the architectural review standards, including 
the single-family dwelling design standards. 
 
In summary, the approved project is consistent with LCP design and specific planning area 
policies and standards protecting the scenic and visual character of the neighborhood. The LCP 
requires new development to be sited, designed, and landscaped to be visually compatible and 
integrated with the character of the surrounding neighborhoods or areas. In this case, the City-
approved development is consistent with LCP design criteria and development standards, and it 
will integrate into the existing neighborhood residences without adverse impacts to the character 
                                                 
3 The chart in the City’s staff report (B. Overlay Zones) incorrectly identifies the Chapter 17.069 Architectural 
review. As City of Pismo Beach Senior Planner Scot Graham notes, the site is relatively flat and zoned R-1, which 
would exempt it from Chapter 17.069. The reference should have been to the more generic architectural review, 
LCP section 17.105.130. 

4 This Resolution is applicable to single-family dwellings outside of the coastal zone only.  
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of the surrounding area or the scenic coastal views currently available to the public. Therefore, 
the appeal does not raise a substantial issue regarding the project’s conformance to the visual 
resource policies of the City of Pismo Beach certified LCP.  
 
Other 
Coastal Commission Objectives 
The Coastal Act provides protections related to public views and public view corridors, and the 
City’s LCP was certified as being consistent with and adequate to carry out Coastal Act policies 
designed to protect scenic and visual resources available to the general public. The Appellants 
contend that the approved project is not consistent with Coastal Commission objectives related to 
neighborhood compatibility (specifically, physical scale, second story development, and 
materials and finish), and visual compatibility (specifically design, landscaping, second story 
development, and minimizing visual intrusion). As described above, the project has been 
designed to complement the mix of older and newer residences and the changing nature of the 
Sunset Palisades area (from one to two-story residences). The project, including the second story, 
has appropriate articulation and numerous offsets to break up mass, and a coloring scheme (earth 
tones) all intended to provide visual and neighborhood compatibility. Thus, even though the 
Coastal Act is not the standard of review for this appeal, the project has appropriately met 
Coastal Act visual resource protection objectives.    
 
Maximum Tree Height 
The Appellants contend that the Resolution adopted by the City Council, which includes a 
modification to the landscaping condition approved by the Planning Commission, misstates the 
allowed maximum tree height on the lot, which stemmed from language from Councilmember 
Waage. However, Resolution R-2013-069 does include language prohibiting mature tree height 
from exceeding 15 feet as measured from the high point of the lot (see page 5 of Exhibit 3) and 
language related to an allowance to 25 feet was struck from the condition. The Appellants 
contend that, as stated at the hearing, 15 feet was an absolute height that trees on the site could 
obtain, and that it was not to be based on the high point of the lot. However, the approved 
resolution language limits the height of mature trees to 15 feet, and not to exceed the height of 
the home, which is 15 feet from the high point of the lot. Because the subject lot is essentially 
flat (and not sloped, where such a tree standard could dramatically affect the height of the trees 
from the viewpoint of Indio Drive, for example) the height of any mature trees on this lot will 
remain roughly at or below 15 feet. Thus, there is no substantial issue raised by this appeal 
contention.    
 
Due Process  
Finally, the Appellants contend that the City of Pismo Beach deprived them of due process 
because they were only allowed three minutes to present their appeal contentions at the City 
Council hearing. The Commission does not review local government hearings for compliance 
with due process – the Appellants may seek judicial review of the City’s procedures. The 
Commission is limited to ensuring that the City complied with any LCP public hearing 
requirements. In this case, the LCP requires that the City hold public hearings for projects that 
require a CDP, which affords members of the public the opportunity to attend and make their 
views on a particular project known. The LCP does not specify time allotments that must be 
granted for those speaking at public hearings. In addition, the City’s agendas include information 
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that comments by the public shall be limited to three minutes per person, unless additional time 
is granted by the Chair. Thus, the Appellants were informed of this time limitation before the 
hearing and a public hearing was held, as required by the LCP.  
 
For the foregoing reasons, none of these appeal contentions above raises a substantial LCP 
conformance issue. 
 
F. CONCLUSION 
When considering a project that has been appealed to it, the Commission must first determine 
whether the project raises a substantial issue of LCP conformity, such that the Commission 
should assert jurisdiction over a de novo CDP for such development. The Commission has been 
guided in its decision of whether the issues raised in a given case are “substantial” by the 
following five factors: the degree of factual and legal support for the local government’s 
decision; the extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local 
government; the significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision; the precedential 
value of the local government’s decision for future interpretations of its LCP; and, whether the 
appeal raises only local issues as opposed to those of regional or statewide significance. In this 
case, these five factors, considered together, support a conclusion that this project does not raise 
a substantial issue of LCP conformance.  

First, the facts support the City’s conclusion that, as conditioned, the approved residence would 
not have significant adverse impacts to visual or other coastal resources. The approved project is 
located on the inland side of Indio Drive and will not block any public views. Second, the 
approved project is consistent with the purpose of the zoning district and overlay zone, and 
complies with the LCP’s design and development standards for residential structures, including 
with respect to height, square footage, setbacks, and site coverage. The extent and scope of this 
project are thus consistent with the other single-family residences in this area, so this second 
factor weighs in favor of a finding of no substantial issue. Third, the development is located 
within a residential infill area and there are a number of other residential developments in the 
area of the City-approved development with similar designs. Thus, no significant coastal 
resources, including visual and community character, will be affected by this approval. Fourth, 
the Commission agrees with the City that the proposed project is consistent with the LCP, and 
fifth, the decisions made here are site and LCP-specific and therefore do not raise issues of 
regional or statewide significance.  

Therefore, given that the evidence supports the City’s action and the City’s analysis did not 
result in the approval of a project with significant coastal resource impacts, the Commission 
finds the appeal does not raise a substantial issue of conformance with the LCP and thus the 
Commission declines to take jurisdiction over the CDP for this project. 
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